Are your students looking for a job or internship?

The Students to Business (S2B) program is a Microsoft® Community Initiative designed to connect Microsoft students with partners and customers for entry-level and internship positions. S2B will provide unique training opportunities and resources for students to establish the skill requirements to fuel innovation and enable employability of the next generation.

The objective of the S2B program is to inspire local businesses to communicate the competency requirements for new talent, to evaluate the skills of students ready for an entry-level job or internship and collaborate with Microsoft to provide the curriculum and training needed to ensure students are prepared to meet your company’s needs.

University collaboration in the S2B program will help shape the future of the IT industry. More and more, graduating students are discovering that the IT industry demands hands-on experience, as well as theoretical knowledge on their transcript. It is difficult to keep up with the short-term demands of the local economy, while creating long-term curriculum plans.

As it relates to technology, there is an opportunity to create real partnerships with local businesses and to contribute to the readiness of students going to business. Individual professors can engage directly with Microsoft partners for industry insight, collaboration on projects that could be offered for degree credit, or to recommend students for particular job opportunities announced through the S2B program.

Students engaged in S2B benefit from unique training and certification opportunities, compliments of Microsoft. Various offerings are available to students at each stage of S2B – when profiling, in application and after job connection.

Find a job for your students today!

Invite your students to visit the S2B community for training and jobs information http://s2b.experience.com.